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Van der Waals (vdW) ferromagnets have enabled the development of heterostructures assembled from exfo-
liated monolayers with spintronics functionalities, making it important to understand and ultimately tune their
magnetic properties at the microscopic level. Information about the magnetic properties of these systems comes,
so far, largely from macroscopic techniques, with little being known about the microscopic magnetic properties.
Here, we combine spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy and quasiparticle interference imaging with
neutron scattering to establish the magnetic and electronic properties of the metallic vdW ferromagnet Fe3GeTe2.
By imaging domain walls at the atomic scale, we can relate the domain wall width to the exchange interaction
and magnetic anisotropy extracted from the magnon dispersion as measured in inelastic neutron scattering, with
excellent agreement between the two techniques. From comparison with density functional theory calculations
we can assign the quasiparticle interference to be dominated by spin-majority bands. We find a dimensional
dichotomy of the bands at the Fermi energy: bands of minority character are predominantly two-dimensional in
character, whereas the bands of majority character are three-dimensional. We expect that this will enable new
design principles for spintronics devices.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.106.L081405

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of ferromagnetic van der Waals (vdW) mate-
rials has enabled the possibility of manufacturing spintronics
devices from vdW heterostructures [1]. Although, according
to the Mermin-Wagner theorem, ferromagnetism should be
unstable in two dimensions, recently a number of materials,
including Fe3GeTe2, were shown to exhibit ferromagnetism
down to the monolayer limit [2–4]. The evolution of its
magnetic order from three to two dimensions is an interest-
ing open question [5]. The study of magnetic properties in
two-dimensional (2D) materials and at surfaces, however, is
challenging. Conventional methods used to establish magnetic
order parameters, such as neutron scattering, are not suitable
for monolayer-thin samples and surfaces, at the same time,
interesting new phenomena are expected in 2D magnetic sys-
tems [6]. In particular Fe3GeTe2 shows a surprising breadth
of phenomena, including evidence for electronic correlation
effects resulting in Kondo-lattice-like behavior [7] and a
magnetic ground state that sensitively depends on the exact
stoichiometry and concentration of iron in the samples [8,9].
Here, we use spin-polarized STM, quasiparticle interference
imaging, and neutron scattering to elucidate the interplay be-
tween the bulk and surface magnetic order and the low-energy
electronic structure of a quasi-2D ferromagnet. We identify

two types of defects arising predominantly from Fe and Te
vacancies, and show that quasiparticle scattering from these
defects produces magnetic scattering dominated by the more
2D electronic bands around the Fermi level. Imaging of a
domain wall and comparison of its profile with the exchange
coupling J and magnetic anisotropy K obtained from inelastic
neutron scattering of bulk Fe3GeTe2 reveals good agreement,
with the evidence for a larger magnetic anisotropy and smaller
exchange coupling in the surface layer.

II. RESULTS

A. Sample characterization

Fe3GeTe2 has a layered crystal structure with weak in-
terlayer interactions and becomes ferromagnetic below T =
230 K [10]. The material typically comes with an off-
stoichiometry, where the iron concentration deviates from
three due to vacancies and interstitial iron. The magnetic
properties vary with the excess iron concentration [8]. Previ-
ous scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) investigations were in-
terpreted as Kondo-lattice-like behavior [7]. The material
cleaves easily between the Fe3−yGeTe2 layers, exhibiting
a Te-terminated surface. We used single-crystal neutron
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FIG. 1. Sample characterization. (a) Intensity of neutrons scattered at the atomic Bragg peak as a function of temperature. The signal will
consist of the structural peak and the magnetic signal due to the ferromagnetic order. The red line represents a power-law fit to the data giving a
ferromagnetic transition temperature of 215K. (b) Magnetization M of the Fe3GeTe2 crystal used for the STM measurements. Zero-field-cooled
(ZFC), field-cooled (FC), and field-warmed (FW) measurements are shown. The transition temperature Tc is found to be Tc = 218 K and is
extracted by fitting a Curie-Weiss law to the high temperature data. (c) A low-temperature magnetization M vs. field H loop recorded in
the ferromagnetic phase. Inset: Close up of a 50 mT window around zero field. (d) TEM image of the layered structure of Fe3GeTe2. Inset:
Side view of the crystal structure. (e) Schematic of the STM tunnel junction experimental setup. Inset: The Fe3GeTe2 crystal structure. (f) A
topographic STM image of the Fe3GeTe2 surface (Vs = 30 mV, Is = 1 nA). Inset: Typical STS spectrum recorded on the surface of Fe3GeTe2

(Vs = 100 mV, Is = 1 nA).

diffraction to determine the crystal structure, and in particular,
the exact stoichiometry of our samples, revealing an iron
deficiency y = 0.14 (see Supplemental Material S2 [32]).

Magnetic characterization [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] reveals a
behavior in field-cooled measurements consistent between the
neutron scattering intensity of the Bragg peak and magne-
tization, as well as with previous reports [11]. We find the
magnetic transition at about 220 K and a suppression of mag-
netization for zero-field-cooled measurements starting below
100 K, Fig. 1(b), indicating stabilization of a domain structure
which results in zero net magnetization. In measurements
of the magnetization M as a function of field H , shown in
Fig. 1(c), we find magnetic hysteresis, as expected for a ferro-
magnet.

Cross-sectional TEM images [Fig. 1(d)] show the stacking
sequence as expected from the crystal structure and the high
quality of the samples, confirming the AB layer stacking. This
type of stacking results in a Rashba-like band crossing at the K
point and leads to the formation of topological line nodes [12].

Figure 1(e) shows the measurement set up for the STM
measurement and expected surface termination. Topographic
imaging of the Fe3GeTe2 surface [Fig. 1(f)] reveals a hexago-
nal lattice, which can be attributed to the uppermost Te lattice.

The surface further exhibits a pronounced electronic inhomo-
geneity, which likely originates from the off-stoichiometry of
the sample due to the iron deficiency. STS spectra show a
pronounced gap around the Fermi level [inset of Fig. 1(f)].

To gain a better understanding of the inhomogeneity in our
topographic images, we simulated STM images for different
types of defects. Figure 2 shows density functional theory
(DFT) calculations and measured topographic images for the
clean surface and two types of defects, an iron vacancy and a
tellurium vacancy. Comparison of the DFT calculations with
the STM image for the clean surface [Figs. 2(a) to 2(c)] sug-
gests that the atomic corrugation in the STM images is due to
the surface tellurium lattice. A vacancy of a tellurium atom [as
indicated in Fig. 2(d)] results in a clear triangular-like defect
[Fig. 2(e)], which can be easily identified in the topographic
image [Fig. 2(f)]. An Fe-vacancy, shown in Fig. 2(g), pro-
duces a more subtle depression of the local density of states, as
shown in Fig. 2(h), which can nevertheless be easily identified
in our STM topographies [Fig. 2(i)]. This depression in the
density of states is likely responsible for the inhomogeneity
in topographic images as shown in Fig. 1(b), and has been
shown to be responsible for the lowering in Tc as a function
of Fe deficiency [8]. Interestingly, within our ferromagnetic
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FIG. 2. Identification of defects. (a) Top view of a 3 × 3 supercell of a monolayer of Fe3GeTe2. (b) Simulated STM topography of the
supercell in (a). (c) STM topography of a region of the Fe3GeTe2 surface containing no defects. (d) Top view of supercell in (a) with a Te
atom removed. (e) Simulated STM topography of the supercell in (d). (f) STM topography of the Fe3GeTe2 surface, showing a Te-site defect.
(g) Same supercell as in (a), with an Fe atom removed, corresponding to y = 0.14 (i.e., Fe2.86GeTe2). (h) Simulated STM topography of the
supercell in (g). (i) STM topography of the Fe3GeTe2 surface, showing an Fe-site defect. STM images (c), (f), and (i) taken with Vs = 50 mV,
Is = 50 pA. Simulated images (b), (e), and (h) calculated for constant current and Vs = 100 mV.

DFT calculations for a monolayer of Fe3GeTe2 in a 3 × 3
supercell, we find that the total magnetic moment per Fe atom
is reduced by the presence of a defect (2.004 μB/Fe versus
2.123 μB/Fe without a defect, see the Supplementary Material
S1 [32]). Previous studies by DFT showed that the presence of
defects can also have dramatic consequences for the magnetic
interlayer coupling [9].

B. Magnetic properties from STM and neutron scattering

We studied the magnetism in Fe3GeTe2 using neutron
scattering and spin-polarized STM to establish a better un-
derstanding of its magnetic properties, and the effect of the
vacuum interface which will become more important in the
2D limit.

Figure 3(a) shows the inelastic neutron data obtained
from a single crystal, with a clear magnon dispersion in a
cut through the (0,0,2) peak starting from about 1 meV. At
long wavelengths, the magnetic excitations of an itinerant
ferromagnet are well described by a model of localized mag-
netic moments [13]. To describe the spin-wave dispersion
in Fe3GeTe2 at small q, we use an effective 2D model of
interacting Fe3+ ions on a honeycomb lattice with an easy-axis

anisotropy

H = J
j∈{0,1,2}∑

r

SA(r) · SB(r + a j ) + K
[(

Ŝz
A(r)

)2 + (
Ŝz

B(r)
)2]

.

(1)
Here, J is the nearest-neighbor interaction, K the magnetic
anisotropy, SA,B is the spin operator acting on site A or B,
and the vectors a0 = (0, 0), a1 = (0, 1), and a2 = (1, 1) span
between the unit cells containing nearest-neighbor spins (in
the P63/mmc space group). We neglected further nearest
neighbors since their effect in the limit of small |q| is a sim-
ple renormalization of the spin-wave velocity and anisotropy
gap. Out of plane couplings in materials where the interlayer
coupling is due to van der Waals interactions are expected
to be significantly weaker than the in-plane couplings J and
are therefore neglected. The eigenvalues obtained from the
model are E±

q = vS ± |γq|, with vS = −(3JS + 2KS) and
γq = JS

∑
j eiq·a j , where S is the spin [14,15]. With a wave

vector of q = (H, H ), where H is here used to parametrize the
reciprocal lattice vector, the dispersion is quadratic for small
H , E ≈ vS ± 3JS ± 4π2JSH2. We fit Gaussian peaks to a
series of constant energy cuts in the (H, H,−2) plane through
the MACS data to obtain the magnon dispersion. The exchange
coupling can be determined from the prefactor 4π2JS of the
quadratic term. Taking the reduced value of S = 0.8(1), the fit
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FIG. 3. Magnon dispersion and magnetic imaging. (a) Inelastic neutron scattering measurement of the spin-wave dispersion of Fe3GeTe2

around q = (H, H, −2) for H = −0.2 . . . 0.2. The green line represents a parabolic fit to the data. The fit results in J ≈ 43(10) meV and K ≈
0.6(1) meV (see main text for details). (b) A ferromagnetic domain wall imaged using spin-polarized STM (Vs = 100 mV, Is = 125 pA). The
domain wall runs diagonally through the image. (c) The same area as in (b) imaged with a spin-polarized tip with the opposite spin polarization
from that used in (b) (Vs = 100 mV, Is = 125 pA). (d) A line profile z(x) taken through the difference of images (b) and (c) perpendicular to the
domain wall. The red line shows the expected profile from the neutron scattering measurement. (e) The height difference �z recorded between
oppositely polarized areas as a function of applied bias voltage. (f) dI/dV spectra (blue curve) recorded on either side of the domain wall
shown in (b) and (c) (Vs = 400 mV, Is = 250 pA, Vmod = 3 mV). The spectroscopy set point was chosen at a bias voltage where the domain
wall was not visible. The resulting spin polarization determined from the dI/dV spectra is also shown (red curve).

yields J ≈ 43(10) meV and K ≈ 0.6(1) meV. The magnetic
anisotropy is nonnegligible, which is consistent with previous
reports [5,16], though somewhat smaller than the one reported
previously from neutron scattering, whereas the exchange
coupling is larger [17]. The difference in these values suggests
a strong influence of the iron deficiency on the magnetic
excitations: while our crystal has y = 0.14, the one studied
by the authors of Ref. [17] had y = 0.25, almost two times
that of our sample.

We can compare these values with the magnetic properties
of the surface layer. Using spin-polarized STM [18,19] we
were able to directly image ferromagnetic domain walls at the
surface of Fe3GeTe2 [Fig. 3(b)]. The tip cluster was found to
have a sufficiently small moment so that the tip magnetization
can be switched by the magnetic interaction with the sam-
ple. Manipulating the tip magnetization in this way allowed
us to image the same area with an oppositely polarized tip
without having to apply an external magnetic field, which
would at the same time move the domain wall and polarize
the sample. Figure 3(c) shows an image with the same tip
after the tip magnetization has flipped. By taking the differ-
ence of the images, we obtain an image of only the magnetic
contrast [Fig. 3(d)]. From a line profile normal to the domain
wall [Fig. 3(d)], we can analyze its width by fitting z(x) =
a + btanh[π (x − x0)/δ] to the data [18,20–23], assuming that
the tip magnetization is parallel to the out-of-plane direction
and reverses by 180◦ when changing its direction. We ob-
tain a domain wall width of δ = 2.6 ± 0.5 nm. The domain

wall width found here is smaller than that typically found
in ferromagnetic films, which are usually on the order of
10–100 nm [22,23]. We can compare the domain wall width
δ with the expected width δn using the exchange interaction J
and magnetic anisotropy K obtained from neutron scattering

through δn = π

√
A
K [24], where A is the exchange stiffness of

the spins of the system being considered, which is related to
the exchange interaction J . For a 2D hexagonal honeycomb

lattice, this expression becomes δn = πdnn

√
3J
4K [20,21] (see

Supplemental Material S5 [32]), where dnn is the nearest-
neighbor distance between Fe atoms. By taking the values of
J and K determined from the magnon dispersion in Fig. 3(a),
we find a domain wall width δn = 6.0 ± 1.2 nm, which is
somewhat larger than what is obtained from a fit to our
spin-polarized STM measurement [see Fig. 3(d)]. We note,
however, that visually, the domain wall profile suggested by
neutron scattering appears very similar to the observed one.
The smaller domain wall width which we observe at the
surface suggests that the exchange coupling J is smaller in
the surface layer compared to the bulk and the magnetic
anisotropy K larger.

The apparent height of the domain wall in the spin-
polarized STM images exhibits a strong dependence on the
bias voltage. From images recorded at different bias voltages,
we can determine how the spin polarization of the sample’s
electronic structure evolves with energy. For images recorded
with a low bias voltage (<50 mV) the domain wall shows
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FIG. 4. Quasiparticle interference imaging. (a)–(c) Six-fold symmetrized FFT of the differential conductance g̃(q,V ) and calculated
constant energy contours, showing majority (red) and minority (blue) spin bands averaged over 16 kz values from 0 to 2π/c, at (a) 0 mV,
(b) −60 mV, and (c) −300 mV. Corresponding scattering vectors are marked on the experimental data and band-structure calculation.
(d) g̃(q,V ) as a function of bias V for q along �-K and �-M taken from similar g̃(q,V ) measurements to (a)–(c), averaged between
qx/qy = ±0.378 nm−1 for �-K/�-M. Points fitted to the band dispersions along both directions are also plotted, with parabolic fits to the
highest four energy points for each direction giving an average effective mass of m∗ = 5.3 ± 0.8 me (�-M: 4.5 me, �-K: 6.1 me). (e) Second
derivative with respect to q of the differential conductance map, ∂2 g̃(q,V )

∂q2 , as a function of bias for q along �-K and �-M. The g̃(q,V ) data

were smoothed along the q-direction with a window of 5.060 nm−1 before calculating the second derivative. (f) DFT calculation of the band
structure of Fe3GeTe2, showing majority (red) and minority (blue) spin bands averaged over 16 kz values from 0 to 2π/c.

the largest contrast. As the bias voltage is increased the
magnetic contrast decreases and disappears at 400 mV before
reversing at even higher bias values. For negative applied
bias the magnetic contrast remains more or less constant.
By recording STS spectra on either side of the domain wall
(hence with different magnetization directions of the sample)
with a set point condition where the domain wall is not visible
it is possible to extract the spin polarization as a function of
bias voltage. The spectra recorded on either side of the domain
wall are shown in Fig. 3(f). The polarization can be extracted
from the spectra using the relation P = g↑↑(V )−g↑↓(V )

g↑↑(V )+g↑↓(V ) [18,19]
[Fig. 3(f)]. The spin polarization shows a sharp peak of up to
20% spin polarization just below the Fermi level at an energy
of −43 ± 6 mV.

C. Quasiparticle interference

To characterize the interplay between magnetism and the
electronic structure, we used quasiparticle interference imag-
ing. Figures 4(a) to 4(c) show the Fourier transform of
quasiparticle interference maps g̃(q,V ) at three different bias
voltages (0 mV, −60 mV, and −300 mV), with the calculated
band structure in the first Brillouin zone for comparison,
integrated over kz. There are clear hexagonal features in the
experimental data, marked with arrows, with equivalent scat-
tering vectors shown in the calculated band structure. All

of the vectors observed experimentally can be assigned to
scattering processes between bands with majority spin char-
acter. These bands are also the ones which exhibit a more
2D character, as represented by the opacity in the calculation.
Despite being strongly 2D, the minority band centered around
the � point is not visible in any of our measurements. The
DFT calculations show that the spin-minority bands have pre-
dominantly iron character with little weight on the outermost
Te atoms, whereas the majority bands have Te character, sug-
gesting that we fail to detect the minority band due to matrix
element effects.

A cut of the differential conductance along K-�-M in the
2D Brillouin zone is shown in Fig. 4(d) between −200 mV
and +200 mV. From the quasiparticle interference (QPI) cuts
we can extract the properties of the hole-like band that
crosses the Fermi level. By fitting a parabolic dispersion,
Fig. 4(d), and assuming that it is due to intraband scattering,
we determine that it has an effective mass m∗ = 5.3 ± 0.8 me

and a Fermi wave vector k f = 4.1 ± 0.3 nm−1 along �–K
(8.2 nm−1 in q-space), which is in approximate agreement
with that of a hexagonal pocket centered around � seen in
ARPES measurements [7,12,25]. From the fits we find a band
maximum at 106 ± 25 mV above the Fermi level. To highlight
sharp features, the second derivative with respect to q of the
smoothed dI/dV data is plotted in Fig. 4(e). In these, the hole
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FIG. 5. Spin-polarized quasiparticle interference. (a) SP-STM image (30 mV, 100 pA, 41 × 20 nm2) recorded with the tip polarized parallel
to the sample by applying a 200 mT field along the sample c axis. (b) Image of the same location with the same tip after the magnetization of
the tip was reversed relative to the sample by applying a 200 mT field antiparallel to the sample c axis. Slight differences in the topographic
contrast can be observed. (c) The difference of (a) and (b). Subsurface Fe clusters become apparent in the difference image. (d) The quasiparticle
interference pattern recorded at the Fermi level (V = 0 V). (e) Difference of the Fourier transform of topographies (Vs = 30 mV, Is = 100 pA)
recorded with opposite relative tip and sample spin orientations. Red vectors show up more intensely when the magnetization of tip and sample
are parallel, and blue regions when they are antiparallel with respect to each other, showing the different spin-character of the bands.

band is more readily observed with a maximum at around
150 mV at the � point. We assign this band to the 2D band at
the same energy in the calculated kz-integrated band structure,
Fig. 4(f).

Using a spin-polarized tip allows to determine the spin
character of the different bands. To this end, we undertook
spin-polarized topographic imaging as a function of applied
field. The relative orientation of the tip and sample mag-
netizations will switch at different fields [see Figs. 5(a) to
5(c)], enabling imaging of the quasiparticle scattering with
parallel and antiparallel alignment of their magnetizations.
We observe a significant change in the topographic contrast
when the tip and sample are not magnetized in the same direc-
tion anymore. Taking the difference of the Fourier transforms
of topographies with parallel and antiparallel magnetization
[Fig. 5(d)] reveals strong changes in the relative intensity
of the scattering vectors. By comparing the Fourier trans-
form with the QPI mapping at the Fermi level [Fig. 5(e)]
we determine that the observed magnetic contrast is due to
the spin-dependent imaging of Friedel oscillations between
differently polarized bands at the Fermi level and thus reveals
information about the spin polarization of the bands in the
vicinity of the Fermi energy.

III. DISCUSSION

Our study of Fe3GeTe2 provides new insights from relat-
ing microscopic information obtained from low-temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy to bulk properties obtained
from neutron scattering. We find that in the surface layer, the

magnetic properties deviate slightly from those in the bulk,
as might be expected from the three-dimensional nature of
some parts of the electronic structure. A comparison of the
imaging of domain walls with the magnetic exchange inter-
action J and anisotropy K obtained from neutron scattering
reveal a surprisingly good agreement. One would expect the
ratio K/J to be slightly larger for the surface layer compared
to the bulk due to a larger magnetic anisotropy and smaller
exchange coupling: the smaller coordination number of atoms
in the surface layer will lead to a decreased exchange energy
J , while at the same time the lower symmetry is expected
to result in a larger anisotropy K . It is well known from a
number of systems that the magnetic anisotropy increases
with reduced dimensionality [26]. The reduction in J in the
surface layer is consistent with the lower Curie temperature
TC found in thin films and in the monolayer limit, where TC is
suppressed significantly [4,5]. This system therefore confirms
the previously observed trend that, while the surface of a
magnetic bulk material does not exhibit radically different
magnetic properties, there are subtle differences [27].

From band-structure calculations, we find that the Fermi
surface is dominated by bands of spin majority character with
significant kz-dispersion and quasi-2D bands of spin minor-
ity character. A comparison with quasiparticle interference
imaging reveals dominant wave vectors, which are broadly
consistent with the band-structure calculations. We use spin-
polarized imaging to determine the spin-polarization of the
bands near the Fermi energy, and find, consistent with the
calculations, a hexagonal ring of scattering which we attribute
to the bands with spin-majority character embedded in a
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rather broad distribution of electronic states with opposite
spin character. While a more quantitative comparison, using,
e.g., a continuum calculation of the local density of states to
model the quasiparticle interference [28] would be desirable,
we expect that the large amount of scattering due to the iron
deficiency and three-dimensionality of some of the bands will
result in rather broad features [29,30], as observed in the
experiment—and therefore not provide significant additional
insight here.

Underpinning data will be made available at University of
St Andrews Research Portal [31].
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